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Beauty muses to keep
an eye on this season
SUMMER is almost over,
but while we're sad to be

was snapped up by luxury French
beauty house Estee Lauder. The

Caroline de Maigret for
Lancome

model has since released the lim

Author, model, street style icon
ited edition lippy Pure Color Envy and generally perfect Parisian
Matte Sculpting Lipstick for the
Caroline de Maigret has collabo
new round of fresh,
rated
with Lancome on a second
group
and
earlier
this
summer
celebrityfilled fall beauty cam
paigns to look forward to. Here are hinted at a new campaign with the makeup collection made up of all
the women we'll be watching this cosmetics brand when she posted her fall essentials. Designed for
two photos to her Instagram page busy women on the go who want
season.
with the simple caption "w/ @
to channel that elusive strain of
Cate Blanchett for Giorgio
esteelauder. One of the autumnal
French elegance, the collection
Armani
shots shows her lying facedown on launches this autumn, starting in
Hollywood star Cate Blanchett
a bed covered with blankets, wear France on Aug 24.
is set to continue her role as the
ing a cami top and lacy underwear.
Candice Swanepoel for Biotherm
face of the Giorgio Armani fra
South African model Candice
grance Si with a new campaign
Miley Cyrus for MAC
Swanepoel was revealed as the
set to launch on Sept 13. Created
Singer Miley Cyrus kicked off her
new ambassador for French skin
by the IranianAmerican direc
collaboration with MAC in January care brand Biotherm midsum
tor Massy Tadjedin and filmed in
this year with a pink lipstick and
mer, starring in the group's gor
the actress's native Australia, the
gloss for the brand s charitable
geous summer 2015 Blue Therapy
campaign aims to depict a strong,
VIVA Glam line. She recently
campaign shot by Gilles Bensimon
passionate and accomplished
packing away our shades,
it does mean a whole

woman.

Kendall Jenner for Estee Lauder
Kendall Jenner's meteoric rise

from reality TV sister to catwalk
queen and fashion icon was con
firmed at the end of 2014 when she

revealed the first shots for her

in St Barths. The Victoria's Secret

second launch with the group on
her Instagram account, encourag
ing her followers to join the fight
against AIDS by purchasing the
new deep red hue, set to hit stores
in the US on Sept 8.

Angel is set to continue the col
laboration by appearing in
European and Asian campaigns
for the L'Orealowned brand, and

we can't wait to see her upcoming
work.  Relaxnews
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Blanchett stars

in the new Giorgio
Armani Si campaign.
PHOTOS: AFP
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